CommVault's NEW Galaxy Express Software Captures Share of Small- and Medium-Business Market
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-- Early Adopter Program Validates Strategy -- Wins Over 500 Accounts, including Spacelabs Medical -OCEANPORT, N.J. — May 11, 2005 —CommVault®, a provider of Unified Data Management™ solutions, today announced that since its launch in
January, 2005, Galaxy Express software has been adopted by Spacelabs Medical and over 500 other small- and medium-business customers
demanding easier, more cost effective ways to manage explosive data growth with limited resources. Customers chose Galaxy Express for its
enhanced, easy-to-use backup features and aggressive SMB-price. This software's success further demonstrates CommVault's customer
commitment and is a significant step in CommVault's strategy of providing powerful, integrated and easy to use products that seamlessly scale in
customers' storage environments.
"We are a Galaxy Express customer and are extremely happy with our purchase decision and implementation at our new UK site," said Andrew
Dutton, Senior Systems Administrator, Spacelabs Medical. "Galaxy Express has made a positive impact on our IT operation. We had to find a solution
that fit the size, budget and requirements for our new infrastructure. In the past we have been challenged with remote backup processes and products
that caused administrative headaches, lost data and downtime. With Galaxy Express, we alleviate the administrative overhead, have faster restores
and know that our data is always there if we need it. And, as our needs evolve, Galaxy Express can grow with us."
Galaxy Express is a feature sub-set of the enterprise Galaxy product, specifically targeted to meet the needs of small-to-medium businesses requiring
reliable, simple and cost effective data protection. Customers choose Galaxy Express over competitive products for two reasons: Robust features and
investment protection. Contrary to other products, Galaxy and Galaxy Express are built on a common code base which "future-protects" the customerthey do not have to deploy a new product when their environment expands and requirements change, which is often the case. With a simple purchase
of an enabler key, customers can easily upgrade to the full Galaxy product as opposed to a "forklift upgrade" with other vendor point solutions. This
approach eliminates software changes, migrations, retraining and other problems associated with upgrades of competitive products. In addition, the
CommVault products can be expanded to provide a platform for advanced data management functions including, hierarchical storage management,
archiving for compliance, and replication for high availability.
"While other vendors talk about how critical unified solutions are, CommVault is the only company offering solutions built on a unified platform," said
Arun Taneja, Founder, President and Consulting Analyst at Taneja Group. "The company understands the data management needs and differences
within the enterprise and SMB markets. It has carefully designed Galaxy Express software so the out-of-the-box experience for SMB users meets their
business needs and expertise level. The advantage of CommVault's common platform is that as SMB customers' data management requirements
evolve and grow, they can easily take advantage of the higher-level functions and the additional capabilities of the unified data management suite."
CommVault software was recently honored by Senior IT Executives attending the Midsize Enterprise Summit (produced by Vision Events®, a Gartner,
Inc. company) for demonstrating the highest level of innovation and excellence in the software category.
Bob Hammer, CommVault's chairman and CEO said, "This program's success fulfills an important part of our long term business strategy — high
volume distribution in the SMB space. Coupled with the large enterprise segment's continued, rapid adoption of our QiNetix products, this further
solidifies a broad distribution engine for the future."
Pricing and Availability
CommVault Galaxy Express software is available today from Dell Inc. at prices starting at $399 and is backed by Dell Support and Services on Dell
systems. To address the needs of small- and medium-sized companies, two new entry price bundles are available: Galaxy Express Server Suite and
Galaxy Express Server Pro Suite provide customers more cost-effective, need-targeted solutions for their storage environments.

1. Galaxy Express Server Suite
The Galaxy Express Server Suite is easy to implement and use. The Suite includes server backup management, backup to disk capability,
remote server management and one year of update protection, all in a single SKU. The Server Edition is ideally suited for customers who
require high availability and a fast and easy restore process. Galaxy Express Server Suite manages Windows, Netware, and Linux.

2. Galaxy Express Server Pro Suite
The Galaxy Express Server Pro Suite provides the same functionality as the Server Suite, but includes Tape Automation support and
enhanced database support. Server Pro is ideally suited for customers who have multiple server environments and have short backup and
recovery windows. Galaxy Express Server Pro Suite supports Exchange, SQL, Share Point Portal, Lotus Notes and Oracle databases.
An Exchange Management Suite, which enables snapshot management, hot Exchange backup and data migration can be added to either Galaxy
Express suite.
About CommVault
CommVault® provides Unified Data Management™ solutions to ensure high- performance data protection, universal availability and simplified
management of complex storage networks. The CommVault® QiNetix™ platform, based on CommVault's Common Technology Engine, integrates
Galaxy backup and recovery, point-in-time replication, hierarchical storage management, archiving for compliance, service level management and
storage resource management software solutions. The QiNetix unified approach allows customers to add/integrate QiNetix components, at a fraction
of the time, effort and money required by separate point products. Information about CommVault is available on the World Wide Web at
www.commvault.com or by calling (732) 870-4000. CommVault's corporate headquarters is located in Oceanport, New Jersey in the United States.
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